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1. Introduction 

David Audretsch contributions in the field of small business and entrepreneurship are unique, 

his achievements have been referred to previously in this volume. Basically, Audretsch's 

research has focused on the links between entrepreneurship, innovation, economic 

development and policy.  I like to think of David Audretsch as a great knowledge 

transmission mechanism, an influencer and an enabler when it comes to small business 

research. In fact, David has himself become a conduit for knowledge spillover, an area he has 

written extensively about. He is one of the most networked and connected people that I know 

of. 

My first encounter with David was sometime 1991/92 when Professor Bo Carlsson involved 

me in an EU project (then EC) called Industrial Dynamics and Small Firms. I was about to 

conclude my thesis at The Graduate Institute of International Research (University of 

Geneva), dealing with international trade theory and foreign direct investment. After a few 

more project meetings with David and his colleagues, all being renowned scholars in the field 

of small businesses and to some extent entrepreneurship, I gradually re-directed my research 

focus towards these areas. Since at least 15 years back the overwhelming part of my works 

relates to entrepreneurship, innovation and economic growth. David was of course one main 

inspiration to why that happened. 



Around 2001/2002 I received at generous research funding from Marcus and Marianne 

Wallenberg’s Research Foundation for a project named Entrepreneurship and Society. That 

became the departure point for a number of years of intensive cooperation with David, where 

also Zoltan Acs and Bo Carlsson participated. During highly constructive meetings (one in 

Bretton Woods in a room just adjacent to the Golden Room), characterized by very open 

discussions, juggling and testing different arguments and thoughts, a couple of new ideas 

emerged where the ambition was to link contemporary growth models to a more rigorous 

micro-economic foundation. The discussions were, to say the least, vivid. I was often 

accompanied by one of my PhD students who at one time confided to me that he thought we 

were going to start a fight. Still, this is one of the most constructive and fruitful project I have 

been involved in throughout my career and in resulted in the so called Knowledge Spillover 

Theory of Entrepreneurship (KSTE, Acs et al,. 2009), together with a number of other papers 

linking entrepreneurship to endogenous growth (e.g. Carlsson et al. 2009; Braunerhjelm et al., 

2010; Audretsch et al., 2012).  

The prevailing theories of entrepreneurship traditionally revolved around institutions, the 

ability of individuals to recognize opportunities and how that generated new ventures. This 

sparked a literature asking why entrepreneurial behavior varies across individuals with 

different characteristics while implicitly holding the external context in which the individual 

finds herself to be constant. Thus, where the opportunities come from, or the source of 

entrepreneurial opportunities, was implicitly taken as given.  

The KSTE provided a framework showing how individual entrepreneurial ability, together 

with opportunities generated by incumbents’ knowledge investments, led to the creation of 

new ventures. Hence, by exploiting knowledge (new and old and their combinations) 

entrepreneurs themselves became a mechanism for knowledge spillovers. Consequently, 

endogenous growth is not only about knowledge investment but also about efficient 

transformation of knowledge into societal use. That in turn requires a different policy setup as 

compared to the traditional mix of tax incentives and subsidies that the endogenous growth 

models advocated. Hence, mainstream growth models suffer from a missing link – the 

genuine entrepreneur. 

I will start this essay with a brief account on David’s role to firmly anchor and establish the 

research field of small businesses and entrepreneurship. This will be followed by some 

observations on the role of start-ups in times of recession, i.e. how they perform and whether 



they may, at least partially, mitigate an economic down-turn thereby acting as a kind of 

automatic stabilizers. In my view this particular issue deserves more attention.       

  

2. The role of small businesses and entrepreneurship 2.0 

Together with particularly Zoltan Acs, but also others, David has made a tremendous effort to 

establish entrepreneurship and small business research as a fully acknowledged academic 

discipline. This started with organizing conferences, editing of numerous books, etc., focusing 

on small and medium sized enterprises (SMEs). Still, the single most important contribution 

is probably establishing the Small Business Economics Journal and serving as editor since the 

very beginning 20 years back. Under their joint leadership this journal has developed into a 

high-quality outlet for small business and entrepreneurship research, theoretical as well as 

empirical 

Hence, David was one of the main architects as to why research small business and 

entrepreneurship recurred after being absent for almost half a century. Few paid any attention 

to what small businesses may contribute with in terms of employment, innovation and 

economic development. That drastically changed sometime around the late 1980s, early 

1990s. One of the reasons was research by David Audretsch, often jointly with Zoltan Acs. 

The holy grail of large businesses became increasingly questioned, Audretsch claimed that the 

managed economy had been replaced by the entrepreneurial economy. Previously mass 

production, big business and strong labor unions was regarded as the key to prosperity and 

social welfare (Galbraith, 1956). However, increasingly these gains were questioned and 

challenged by an emerging new literature which nuanced and upset some of the previously 

alleged truths.   

In 2001 David Audretsch, together with Zoltan Acs, received The Global Award for 

Entrepreneurship Research for their outstanding research achievements, and for their 

contributions to establish small business and entrepreneurship as a research field. In their 

prize lecture they posed three questions:  

1. What are the gains to size and large-scale production?  

2. What are the economic welfare implications of having an oligopolistic market 

structure, i.e. is economic performance promoted or reduced in an industry with just a 

handful of large-scale firms?  



3.  Given the overwhelming evidence that large-scale production resulting in economic 

concentration is associated with increased efficiency, what are the public policy 

implications? 

This is almost 20 years ago, and for some time research seemed to generate answers to at least 

some of the suggested issues. Yet, today we can witness a new trend towards concentration, 

i.e. oligopolistic market structures (if not monopolistic) and increased concentration. There 

seems to be a revival of the Schumpeter II prediction, “What we have got to accept is that the 

large-scale enterprise has come to be the most powerful engine of progress.” (Schumpeter 

1942, p. 106). As Acs and Audretsch put it in their prize lecture 2001 (p.2): 

“The fundamental issue confronting western societies at that time was how to live with this 

apparent trade-off between concentration and efficiency on the one hand, and decentralization 

and democracy on the other. The public policy question of the day was: How can society reap 

the benefits of the large corporation in an oligopolistic setting while avoiding or at least 

minimizing the costs imposed by a concentration of economic power?” 

These questions are obviously on the agenda also today. Acs and Audretsch’s answer in 2001 

was that policies to counteract concentration, entry barriers and political influence of large 

firms, typically was related to public ownership, regulation and competition policy or 

antitrust. Today digitization, network externalities and globalization puts these questions in a 

somewhat different perspective. What are the implications for competitions policies of 

technology driven network effects? How do you regulate price collusion that happens through 

interacting algorithms? How can the concentration of market power be reduced and how is 

reliable information secured? What are the long-term consequences of increased 

concentration on innovation, prices and entry? Can the present market structure be attributed 

long Schumpeterian waves, and are dynamic forces at work that will result in functioning 

competition over time? 

The picture is further complicated by changing structures due to the gig-economy and 

technologies like additive production (3-D printing), which tend to challenge some old 

“truths”. The combination of almost zero marginal cost of transmitting information across 

geographic space and new production technologies (3D-pronting, robotization, digitization, 

etc.), could imply that the disadvantages of high labor costs in industrialized countries may 

vanish or disappear over time. Adidas new Speed factory, located in Germany, is one 



example. Thus, the substitution of capital and technology for labor, the location of production 

and the optimal scale/downsizing, are all influenced by new technology.  

Even though Acs and Audretsch’s original questions are still highly relevant, the reasons – 

and probably the answers - differs as compared to the situation 20 years back. The bottom line 

is that today there is ample room, and also an urgent need, for more research along the lines 

suggested two decades ago. Still, there are also new issues on the research agenda. One refers 

to the role of SMEs as moderators in times of cyclical swings in the economic activity.1 Do 

they serve as automatic stabilizers by being less inclined to quickly lay off workers? Or do 

entrepreneurs identify new opportunities as performance by incumbents dwindle? Below I 

will discuss how SMEs and entrepreneurs may cushion a downturn in the economy.   

 

4. Crises, structural change and entrepreneurship2 

The global economy has recently experienced one of its worst recession in modern times. 

What originally seemed to be a crisis limited to the U.S. financial markets was quickly 

diffused to other financial markets at a pace that surprised private sector agents as well as 

policy-makers. The subsequent phase of the crisis hit the real economy: demand dwindled, 

trade shrunk, wealth evaporated, subsequently followed by increasing unemployment as well 

as personal and firm bankruptcies.  

The dynamics of the crisis clearly illustrates the deeper integration of the global economy 

where shocks become transmitted not only through financial but also real economy linkages 

such as trade and cross-border investments. Now the recovery seems quite robust and globally 

synchronized, albeit there are obvious geopolitical, protectionistic and climate related threats 

to a continued and sustainable growth trajectory. Moreover, when the next crisis appears 

much of the instruments in the traditional toolbox – i.e. monetary and fiscal policies – may 

more or less be exhausted due to continuously low interest rates, increased debt burden and 

shaky internal balances in a number of countries. 

The question is what the implications have been – and will be in the near future – for 

entrepreneurs and SMEs, and if there are reasons to redesign policies to alleviate the 

conditions for young and small firms. In the following I will briefly discuss the structural 

 
1 Koellinger and Thurik (2012) and Fritsch and Kritikos (2016) are a few notable exception even though they 
address a somewhat different issue. 
2 Partly based on a speech to the European Parliament “CRIS” Committee some years ago. 



future changes that can be expected, the importance of small firms in that context, how 

smaller firms have been affected by the crisis, the role of new start-ups for employment and, 

finally, present some policy suggestions in order to propel dynamism and growth that are 

based in a sound microeconomic setting. I will use a few examples from Sweden. 

Looking ahead – what to expect? 

Presently there are political forces that aims at isolating national markets from structural 

changes triggered by globalization and technological breakthroughs. Yet, such measures are 

likely to have miniscule effects in a medium- to long-term perspective. In the short-run the 

most likely effect is to postpone necessary structural adjustments which may be difficult to 

catch up with later. Overall, continued global restructuring and technological progress can be 

expected to influence productions structures and the role played by entrepreneurs and SMEs. 

To exploit such opportunities, institutions should be designed to encourage entrepreneurship, 

experimentation and competition. Measures that hamper economic dynamism is very likely 

counterproductive in the somewhat longer run.   

The ongoing interaction between old and new industrialized countries, i.e. the traditional 

north-south model may be slowed down due to protectionist measures mentioned above, but 

is likely to gain momentum in the somewhat longer run. Simultaneously, competition between 

already industrialized countries can also be expected to become fiercer, where agglomeration 

forces together with the microeconomic prerequisites for production will be critically 

important in order to attract investments, talent and capital. New technological breakthroughs 

are likely to influence this pattern. Competitors, be it in production or demand for labor, is 

increasingly just one click away.   

That will however not deteriorate the role of knowledge. If anything, knowledge – albeit 

probably different as compared to today’s needs – will become an increasingly critical 

component for enhanced growth and prosperity. Note that knowledge does not simply refer to 

investments in research and development (R&D) and education, but also competencies like 

handling global, or at least international, sales and procurements structures, marketing and 

branding, new technology and the interaction between man and machine. Such competencies 

are among those that supposedly will become more strategically important in a globalized 

economy. This will require expertise of a different kind. Furthermore, to adapt and integrate 

such knowledge, a new organizational architecture may be required within and between firms.  



Yet, economies that can provide an institutional framework that enable and stimulate an 

entrepreneurially driven economy, where knowledge is converted into economically useful 

purposes, will be well positioned for a continued vibrant and welfare enhancing economic 

development. Where rapid technological and implementation take place, SMEs and 

entrepreneurship can be expected to become increasingly important for innovation, 

employment, dynamism and growth (Acs et al, 2009; Braunerhjelm, 2010). 

 

Global structural change 

On an aggregate level the expected economic global restructuring is depicted in Figure 1. 

Based on a standard computable general equilibrium model, conceivable future paths of the 

world economy as well as the Swedish economy have been simulated. According to these 

simulation exercises there will be a continuous shift of more labor intensive production 

towards less developed and emerging economies here represented by China and India, which 

is expected to culminate 2025-30. These simulations, having 2000 as their base year, captures 

the actual development of the world economy fairly well.3    

 

Figure 1. Global restructuring 2000-2060. Shifts in labor intensive production. 

 

Source: Braunerhjelm et al. (2009).  

 
3 About ten years ago the Swedish government set up a Globalization Council which provided a number of 
simulations to illustrate conceivable effects of globalization and technology on the Swedish economy (see 
Braunerhjelm et al., 2009). 



Sweden, being a small open economy highly dependent on trade, will have to adjust to these 

changes. Given the assumptions underlying CGE-models, i.e. perfect flexibility in terms of 

prices, wages and mobility, labor would remain roughly constant in the non-tradable sector 

while there would considerable shifts between sectors in the tradable sectors (Figure 2). In 

particular, labor would flow from the less knowledge intensive sectors to those more 

dependent on knowledge, whereas capital –intensive sectors would become even more 

dependent on capital.  

As shown in Figure 2, a considerable down-sizing of the labor-intensive tradable sector is 

expected, accompanied by an increase in particularly knowledge intensive production (goods 

and services).4 The simulation result corroborates the actual development in the Swedish 

economy quite closely, having experienced an expansion in employment in predominantly in 

more knowledge intensive service sectors. Yet, such real sectors adjustments are far from 

trivial since it implies substituting declining manufacturing sectors with expanding service 

sectors. 

 

Figure 2. Expected restructuring in the Swedish private sector, 2000-2060. Employment 
levels. 

 
Source: Braunerhjelm et al. (2009). 

 
4 See Braunerhjelm (2016). 



When we simulate the corresponding effects on relative wages, we find a down-ward pressure 

on wages in low skill sectors whereas wages tend to increase in more advanced production 

(Figure 3). The difference across sectors will, according to the simulations, peak around 2020-

2025. As measured by for instance the Gini-coefficient, income distribution has also widened 

in Sweden in the last decade, a development that can be expected to continue for at least some 

time ahead.  

On average the simulation reveals that wages per employee is increasing but that is fully 

driven by higher wages in the knowledge intensive sectors, compensating for decreased wages 

among those less educated. Over time the differences diminish, but as long as there is a non-

tradable sector employing relatively low-skilled workers the differences will persist. 

 

Figure 3. Wage dispersion among highly educated (tertiary education) and less 

educated, 2005-2060  

 
Source: Braunerhjelm et al. (2009). 

 

SMES, entrepreneurship and employment 

Turning to the real world development and the role of SMEs and entrepreneurs, we focus on 

employment. There is vast evidence that SMEs – particularly in the service sector – play a 

crucial role in providing new net employment opportunities. First, examining the large firms, 

Figure 4 display how employment in the 30 largest manufacturing firms in Sweden has 

changed between 1975 and 2006. Even though the total number of employees are about the 

same, the share of domestically employed decreased considerably while the share of foreign 



employees increased. This is also an expected development since large firms increasingly 

have globalized their production and are also taking advantage of new technologies that 

enables replacing labor with capital and new technology. Looking at all firm (service and 

manufacturing) this development has basically continued up until at least 2015 (Figure 4), 

albeit the expanding large service sector firms make up for the decline in the Swedish units of 

the manufacturing firms. 

 

Figure 4. The distribution of employment in the 30 largest Swedish manufacturing firms 
between foreign and domestic units 1975-2006 

 
Source: Braunerhjelm and Halldin (2008) 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 5 The distribution of employment in the 30 largest Swedish firms between foreign 
and domestic units 2007-2014, all industries 

 
Source: Braunerhjelm et al. (2009). 

As regards expanding sectors, those are basically to be found among knowledge intensive 

services. Figure 6 depicts the employment development in the “high-end” service sector, i.e. 

more advanced services such as finance, insurance, real estate, consultancy, etc. (basically 

knowledge intensive business services, KIBS). The figure illustrates net employment changes 

over the period 1993-2007 broken down on six different size categories. Employment has 

increased for all size categories, and mostly so in smaller firms. For services in the “low-end” 

segment (not shown), a similar picture would emerge, however, the positive effects would be 

much more focused to smaller firms (Braunerhjelm et al., 2009). 

Figure 6. Employment in knowledge-intensive service sector distributed on size classes 
1993-2007, changes and absolute numbers 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Note: The figure on top of the columns refer to absolute number of new employees (10000), whereas the percent 
change is shown on the vertical axis 

Source: Braunerhjelm et al. (2009). 

 

This development has continued up until 2015 (Figure 7) in the KIBS-sectors, even though 

the percentage change is much less pronounced. The largest size category contribution to 

employment is also considerably more modest. Looking at manufacturing firms for the period 

2007-2014 , a distinct decline is recorded for all size categories (Figure 8).   

To conclude, large multinational firms have since the beginning of the 1990s decreased their 

employment in Swedish units, both percentage wise and in absolute numbers. At the same 

time we observe an employment increase in SMEs, concentrated to the more advanced service 

sectors.  

 

Figure 7. Employment changes in the knowledge-intensive service sector distributed on 
size classes, 2007-2014 

 
Källa: Braunerhjelm (2016) 
 
 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 8. Employment changes in manufacturing sector distributed on size classes 2007-
2014 

 
Källa: Braunerhjelm (2016) 

 

Start-ups, crises and employment 

Structural changes originating in technology breakthroughs, or because of other reasons such 

as changing relative costs or even crises, implies new business opportunities. Since 

incumbents frequently are tied to their existing technologies, capital structure and product 

assortment, there are good reasons to expect that SMEs and entrepreneurial start-ups will 

attempt to exploit these opportunities. They may consequently also contribute to, and speed 

up, structural adjustment.   

Since the early 1990s Sweden has experienced three severe crises: the real estate and financial 

market crisis 1991-1993, when 500 000 workers lost their jobs and the budget deficit peaked 

at 13 percent of GDP, the dotcom bubble that burst 2000-2003 where Sweden had an edge but 

a large part of the new firms went bust, and finally the global crisis of 2008/09.  

As shown in Figure 9 the rate of start-ups in Sweden decreased during the first crisis but the 

effect was much more modest in the crises 2001-2003 and 2008-2009 and limited to the first 

year. In particular, the more knowledge-intensive service sector actually increased during the 

latter two crises, indicating that new opportunities emerged that prompted new ventures at the 

market. During the 1990s crisis the number of new firms in the knowledge-intensive sector 

diminished during the first two years but the increased substantially in the third year. Hence, 

over time the start-up rate seem less affected by a down-turn in economic activity, and the 

negative effects predominantly take place in the less advanced service sectors.    

 



Figure 9. New firms 1990–2012 distributed on manufacturing, services and advanced 
services (1000) 

 
Source: Statistics Sweden. 
 

Moreover, startups in Sweden have contributed with a substantial and stable share of new 

employment throughout these crises, even though a decline can be seen in the initial phases of 

a crisis (Figure 10). However, over the three crises the reduction in employment has become 

smaller and almost negligible for the knowledge intensive service sector in the last crisis. 

Altogether new firms contributes with approximately 80 000 new employment opportunities 

annually, whereof the overwhelming part in the service sectors. This is an impressive figure in 

a country with roughly 3-3,3 million employees in the private sector. That indicates that new 

firms tend to cushion economic downturns and to some extent acts as automatic stabilizers 

that mitigates decreases in aggregate demand.  

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 

 



Figure 10. Employees in new firms 1990–2012, distributed on manufacturing, services 
and advanced services (1000) 

 
Source: Statistics Sweden. 
 

In addition to an increasing start-up rate, new and young firms’ growth expectation in terms 

of employment has been steadily increasing between 2007-2014, but since then decreased 

substantially (GEM 2018). At the same time fear of failure is also reported to have increased, 

which of course is likely to hamper expansion in SMEs as well as start-ups. The diminished 

growth ambitions in the last years are most likely associated with uncertainty linked to 

policies regarding the prerequisites for entrepreneurship in certain industries which relatively 

recently has opened up for private firms (services traditional provided by the public sector in 

Sweden, e,g. schooling and health care). Also signals about an increased future tax burden 

may have stifled potential entrepreneurs to enter or to grow their firms. It highlights the 

importance of a transparent and trustworthy business climate.     

 

Policy implications 

We conclude with a brief policy discussion, concentrating on a few areas of particular 

importance. It is essential to understand that entrepreneurship policies stretches over a large 

number of policy areas, from housing to venture capital. Hence, there is no single policy area 

that can be addressed which is likely to improve the conditions for SMEs and entrepreneurs in 

the short run. Given a proper macroeconomic setting, the four following areas are however 

deemed as critically important to propel and escalate entrepreneurial activities: Taxes, 

knowledge provision, labor market and dynamic markets.  



Taxes 

Taxes have the dual tasks of redistributing incomes and promoting an environment conducive 

to growth, implying that conflicts of interest may appear in attaining those objectives. In 

welfare states like Sweden the former tax function has been emphasized. Hence, a tax system 

targeting both growth and redistribution must be carefully balanced for both objectives to be 

attained, making sure that the structure and level of taxes does not deter incentives for 

entrepreneurial activities. 

In the last couple of decades, institutional competition between countries has been on the rise, 

a trend that can be expected accelerate in the future as competition for talent, entrepreneurs 

and investments are likely to increase. As regards taxes this is most obvious for corporate – 

and to some extent - capital taxes, i.e. the more mobile tax bases. However, also 

entrepreneurship seems negatively correlated with the overall tax burden as illustrated in 

Figure 11.  

 

Figure 11. Tax pressure (total taxes in relation to GDP) and entrepreneurship (TEA), 2014 
 

 
Source: Braunerhjelm (2016) 

 

It clearly illustrates one of the challenges in designing a tax system incorporating both an 

incentive structure and redistribution policies. The difficulties relate to the risks between 

different types of economic activities, i.e. being a wage earner or becoming an entrepreneur. 

The relationship between calculated risks and expected future remuneration, must be 

proportional in order for individuals to undertake an entrepreneurial endeavor. In addition, the 



structure of taxes is probably as important as the overall tax pressure. For example, stock 

options is an important instrument to incentivize scaling up of new and small businesses. A 

considerable number of European countries have shifted towards becoming start-up nations, 

there is however a long way before they can call themselves scale-up nations.  As discussed 

above, scaling up is important since large firms tend to reduce their employment in their 

original home countries. 

 

Knowledge provision: Institutional setup and knowledge investments 

As mentioned above, knowledge is one of the corner pillars to achieve growth and augmented 

prosperity. But it has to be combined with policies that foster the diffusion of knowledge and 

its implementation in economically meaningful ways. 

The share of EU-investments in R&D still falls way below the target outlined for 2020. 

Presently it is around two percent, but the objective is to reach three percent by 2020. 

Compared to the US the share is almost one percent lower and about 1,5 percent lower than 

the corresponding share for Japan (about the similar difference to Sweden). Hence, there 

seems to be room for increased governmental R&D-expenditure, simultaneously as measures 

are introduced to further facilitate commercialization of new knowledge, for instance through 

R&D tax credits and R&D-vouchers combined with improved links to universities and 

research institutes.  

Another area of importance for knowledge transfers has to do with the universities’ legal 

environment. Europe has witnessed a shift towards a more US like system (Bayh-Dole) where 

the university owns the intellectual property rights. Yet, the evidence showing an increase in 

innovation are basically non-existent. That indicates the need for complementary reforms 

related to diffusion and commercialization of knowledge. Increased competition between 

universities, better governance and an allocation of research funds based on universities and 

research institutes global excellence are probably some of the measures that have to be 

undertaken in order to maintain and advance the knowledge base of universities, and to attract 

talent. Universities should also be able to specialize, thereby enabling excellence 

simultaneously as the possibilities of complementing industrial specialization of the 

universities’ host regions are ameliorated.   

Labor market policies and innovation 



Measures that tend to lock in employees in existing industries and firms are likely to have a 

detrimental effect on long-term growth and prosperity. In the U.S. non-compete contracts, 

implying that employees agree not to move to a competitor or to set up a potentially 

competing new firm, has increased and has also been forwarded as an explanation to the 

faltering productivity performance. What is needed is more of flexibility on labor markets, not 

less, combined with institutions that allows upgrading and retraining of unemployed. That 

should be a key concern for policy makers.  

A number of studies have provided empirical evidence for a causal relationship between labor 

mobility and higher productivity (Scarpetta and Tressel, 2004. Similarly, more recent studies 

find a strong positive relationship between labor mobility and innovation, the explanations 

being better matching and improved networks (Kaiser et al 2015; Braunerhjelm et al, 2016). 

In addition, less strict labor market regulation seems to promote more of entrepreneurship and 

to enhance growth expectations of young firms (Figure 12). The latter, often referred to as 

gazelles, have been shown to have an un-proportionate large effect on employment Henrekson 

and Johansson (2010). 

 

Figure 12. Relationship between number of gazelles and strictness of employment 
protection.   

 
Source: GEM 2009 

 

Dynamic markets: Angels, exit and competition 



Other building blocks to support dynamic markets and facilitating restructuring refer to well-

functioning venture and angel capital markets, focusing at the earlier stages of firms’ 

development. The UK experience with tax incentives for private investments in small or 

newly started firms deserves to be carefully studied and implemented, it could be seen as a 

role model for other advanced economies. More generally, to promote a dynamic and 

entrepreneurial micro-economic setting, it seems important to develop financial markets 

which are based on equity- rather than loan-financing.   

To exploit the potential benefits from rapid technological development entrepreneurial 

experiments are necessary. Since the economic outcomes of implementing new technology, or 

of setting up new technology-based firms, is hard to assess there will be failures. As shown by 

Eberhardt et al. (2017), the quality of institutions governing exit will also influence the quality 

of new ventures. Presently the exit institutions are functioning less well in a number of 

countries, leading to long-term stigma for individuals who fails with their entrepreneurial 

endeavors, while in other cases hindering the release of resources from failing industries and 

firms thereby blocking an efficient allocation of factors of production. Exit policies are thus as 

important as policies aimed to foster more of entry into markets.  

A particular entry barrier related is the lack of competition and the presence of public 

operators in certain the service sectors. The health care sector is one example, construction 

and transports are others. The remaining obstacles to competition have to be removed if 

productivity, product variety and quality are to increase.   

 

Concluding remarks 

As I have tried to demonstrate above there are an umber of reasons why we can expect the 

role of SMEs and entrepreneurs to be increasingly important in times of continuing 

restructuring. Yet, the emergence of large and cost-efficient firms due to first-mover 

advantages and network effects are likely to obstruct competitive markets and raise the costs 

for entry and innovation. Hence, policy-makers face a number of thorny and complex issues 

in order to secure a dynamic and growth-oriented continued economic development. The 

combination of rapid technological development and deployment requires experiment and 

search in order to reap the benefit of those advances. An economic environment lacking 

entrepreneurs will be less prepared to address such challenges. In addition, new and young 



firms may, to some extent, play an important role as automatic stabilizers as future crises 

appear. Particularly when traditional fiscal and monetary policy measures are exhausted.         
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